
Jupiter

Description

Design: Mauro Lipparini
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An elegant and ergonomic balance. Dynamic and stable lightness. The timeless appearance is 
underlined by the architectural configuration and emphasized by the individual use of materials. The 
Jupiter armchair has a folded metal arch structure that holds and supports the glass fibre shell. 
Counterpointed and shaped feather blocks guarantee a high level of comfort. 

Structure: Fiberglass, light grey (RAL 7044) or beige grey (RAL 7006) colours.
Seat Height: 18”1/2
Feet: Metal, finishes: micaceous brown, titanium or black nickel
Cover: Fabrics or leathers from the collection.
Attention: the characteristics of hand crafted fiberglass are not uniform and this may result in uneven
surface and edges to the shell.

(For more specifications, please refer to “Finishes & Materials”)

Finishes and materials
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5905201 (brown) - 5905203 (titanium) - 5905205 (black nickel)

5905251 (brown) - 5905253 (titanium) - 5905255 (black nickel)

Jupiter Lounge Chair: 36”5/8W x 35”3/8D x 37”3/4H

Jupiter Ottoman: 27”1/8W x 22”7/8D x 17”3/8H
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Jupiter Lite

Description

Design: Mauro Lipparini
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An elegant and ergonomic balance. Dynamic and stable lightness. The timeless appearance is 
underlined by the architectural configuration and emphasized by the individual use of materials. The 
Jupiter armchair has a folded metal arch structure that holds and supports the glass fibre shell. 
Counterpointed and shaped feather blocks guarantee a high level of comfort. 

Structure: Polyurethane shell, light grey (RAL 7044) or beige grey (RAL 7006) or polyurethane shell
covered with leather Pelle Leonardo.
Seat Height: 18”1/2
Feet: Metal, finishes: micaceous brown, titanium or black nickel
Cover: Fabrics or leathers from the collection.
Attention: the characteristics of hand crafted fiberglass are not uniform and this may result in uneven
surface and edges to the shell.

(For more specifications, please refer to “Finishes & Materials”)

Finishes and materials



5906101 (brown) - 5906103 (titanium) - 5906105 (black nickel)

5906151 (brown) - 5906153 (titanium) - 5906155 (black nickel)

Jupiter Lite Lounge Chair: 36”5/8W x 35”3/8D x 37”3/4H

Jupiter Lite Ottoman: 27”1/8W x 22”7/8D x 17”3/8H
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